
CREATING A SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE   
TO BUILD BRAND AWARENESS

THE STORY

WHAT WE DID
We took over the running of their Facebook and Twitter pages, 

developing a strategy that involved posting regular content 
relevant to their target audience and interacting with both 

followers and target followers.

A leading UK supplier of electrical goods wanted to improve 
their social media to improve brand awareness, trust and 

sales. Key goals were to engage with target audience through 
social media and convert them into paying customers.

RESULTS

Over 2300% traffic 
increase from Facebook  

in 1st year

2300%

Conversions from social 
media up 195%

195%

Further 360% traffic 
increase from Facebook 

in the following year

360%

Over 50% increase  
in Facebook and Twitter 

fan base

50%

Social interactions up 
over 300% in past 3 

months alone 

300%
540

visits generated after 
building their twitter 

profile from the ground up



36% in first year 50%

£10.88

time-on-page  
increased by

Bounce rate of articles 
decreased by

Blog articles we 
have written have 
average page 
value of up to

TESTIMONIAL

“We have been in ecommerce since 2000 and with Strategy for half of 
that time.  During the last few years Social marketing has been identified as a 
growth area, the suggestion to develop this area came from Strategy Digital.  It 
has been a slow burn process, a gradual building of the likes and momentum 
behind our Social marketing campaigns.  Using Facebook and Google+ we 
now have a significant presence on Social marketing websites, enjoying an 
increasing amount of orders coming directly from these sources.

Throughout the time I have been able to leave Strategy to get on with the work, 
only needing to be brought up to date by the current position.  We add our own 
new products as and when they are available but the rest can be left to Strategy 
Digital. They create the blogs, post them on to the social websites and regularly 
update and keep the content fresh without the need for intervention by us.

I can thoroughly recommend Strategy as your expert partner if you are looking 
to expand your presence with Social Marketing.”

Kind Regards 
Martin Randall 

Director www.alertelectrical.com

http://www.alertelectrical.com%0D

